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Chapter 1 - Foreword by David Leeson 
 
Many magicians begin their magical journey into the art of magic learning simple card sleights and 
effects.  Packets of cards are cheap to buy and offer a perfect introduction to the wonderful world of 
magic. The beauty of magic is that it is a broad church that allows the magician every opportunity to 
find the path that suits and inspires them the most. Some may move into mentalism, others specialise 
as children’s magicians, whilst for some the lure of advanced sleights, memorized deck work and 
gambling routines become a true passion. 

I was thrilled to be asked to write the forward to this book as both Scot and I began to developing 
our interest in magic at a similar time, both coming to the art just a handful of years ago in our middle 
years. From an early stage it was clear that Scot was developing a keen interest in “classic” card magic 
together with a real passion for researching the origins of effects and their variations.  

In relation to card magic there are a few true legends of the art, with Edward Marlo arguably being at 
the forefront. Marlo’s’ influence can be seen in the works of Simon Aronson, Jon Racherbaumer, 
Steve Reynolds and John Bannon, together with Denis Behr, Pit Hartling and Harapan Ong. I can 
say without a doubt that Marlo and others have inspired Scot. I say inspired because magic must keep 
evolving with new plots being devised and sleights developing, and I believe that Scot has managed 
to do just that. 

I would invite any magician with a keen interest in classic card magic to take a leisurely journey 
through this book, take some time to follow the carefully collated references and consider ways of 
making these incredible effects your own. So, pull up a chair, grab your close up pad, find your decks 
of cards and enjoy your own journey with Scot Jerram. 
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Chapter 2 – Acknowledgements 
 
I would like to initially thank David Leeson without whom I would not be sitting here writing this 
book and more importantly kindling the fire that gave me this passion for the great Art of Magic and 
more specifically Card Magic.  

It was David who first mooted the idea of me coming along to his local Magic Society; this was after 
my reaction to his incredible Card Trick (Out of this World) and talking about how much I enjoyed 
Magic as a child. Fortunately, I took David up on his kind offer and this opened up a whole world 
of Magic to me and, after a handful of years, brings me to where I am now.  

David has also been a constant help in proofreading many drafts of this book and giving his honest 
appraisal of the proposed effects for which, I unreservedly thank him for. 

 

 

Ian Barradell, who with an almost unsurpassed knowledge of Magic Literature, gave me the necessary 
feedback and assurance on the early drafts of this book with regards to the proposed writing style and 
content, along with feedback on the extent and quality of crediting that was initially put forward. 

 

 

Pete Whitmore, who along with David Leeson, has become a great friend inside and outside of the 
Magic Community. Pete has been unwavering in his support and one of the first people who 
encouraged me to expand the Lecture Notes into the Book you are reading here. 

Pete has also consistently offered his support and has proofread many drafts of this book also. He 
has been a great sounding board for ideas and has a sound appreciation of what effects work or not. 
Has an innate ability to put himself in the mind of a laymen which has been essential in steering the 
composition of the effects you will be reading later. 

My eternal thanks and full credit go to Pete for his brilliant presentational idea for the Memorised 
Deck Effect Playing Card Bingo. Without his idea the effect would have certainly not made it in the 
book. 
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Chapter 3 – Introduction 
 
First, I thought I’d write about how this book came about; it was in early 2019 that I was requested 
to provide a lecture for my local Magic Society. What began as an effort to create a small, but 
professionally produced set of notes to accompany the lecture has morphed into what you are reading 
now. 

Although I have been practising and studying card magic seriously for only a handful of years, I 
consider the material reflects my passion for and foundations in as what would be judged as ‘Classic 
Card Magic’.  

From the outset, I wish to make it clear that this book has not been produced as some vanity project 
and it is my simple offering within the pantheon of Card Magic Literature. My passion, whilst 
respecting the boundaries and the etiquette of our ‘Art’, is to share my experience and knowledge so 
that the art can be moved forward so it can be passed onto the next generation of magicians. 

The reader will quickly glean from reading the book, that many of the effects and moves are heavily 
influenced by the works of Edward Marlo along with the likes of Marlo students such as Jon 
Racherbaumer, Simon Aronson, Steve Draun, John Bannon, Bill Malone to name but a few.  I have 
also included my thoughts and admirations on Marlo’s voluminous contributions to card magic 
literature and why, in my opinion, his material should not be overlooked or indeed forgotten. 

This book also offers some techniques; some of which are new and some of which have been 
resurrected from little read or unavailable publications. This has been done both within the context 
of an effect, but also described in isolation, with the aspiration that the reader will take it forward and 
ultimately utilise them in their own effects. 

A Chapter is also provided with my work on Memorised Deck Routines and Techniques including 
a version of the Automatic Placement Principle using the Memorised Deck – which I call the 
Automatic Divination. The Automatic Divination affords the performer a method, free of sleights, 
to determine a thought of card and a thought of number from a genuinely shuffled deck. The 
technique on offer has wide ranging applications and I hope that the reader will be encouraged to 
look into and develop this principle further. 

One of my proudest offerings, also in the Memorised Deck Chapter, is the routine Shuffled 
Synchronicity. From an apparent shuffled deck in use; a participant is invited to name any one of the 
four suits with each card of the chosen suit, removed from the deck. A second deck is introduced 
which is also shuffled by both the participant and performer. Again, each card of the previously 
chosen suit, being removed from the deck. The removed cards are then dealt, face up, in unison on 
to the table and it will be found that each set of the cards, from the respective decks, matches exactly 
in terms of the order they were removed, despite the cards being fairly shuffled!  

Despite the very abbreviated description of Shuffled Synchronicity, I urge the reader not to overlook 
the effect as it is one of the strongest in the book. 

When I began practicing magic, it was only in my wildest dreams that I ever thought I’d be sat here 
writing a book. However, I trust this introduction whets your appetite for what follows and that the 
book will give you a great deal of pleasure for some time to come. 
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Chapter 4 – On Edward Marlo 
 
As mentioned in the introduction many of the effects and moves, in this book, are heavily influenced 
by the works of Edward Marlo so I decided to pen a few words on how I became such an admirer 
of his work: 

Regrettably, I only began studying and practising card magic seriously only a handful of years ago 
however, since early on I’ve had a desire to consume as much of the literature on card magic within 
my means 1. It was upon receiving the collated Revolutionary Card Technique Series (by Marlo) that 
gave me my first insight into the breadth of material available in card magic and of course Marlo’s 
material alone. 

However, over time I discovered that there was an often misconceived view, that Marlo’s material 
was neither accessible nor practical. This was cited in the introductory section of Marlo's Magazine 
Volume 3 (Marlo, 1979) in ‘Solomon’s Mind’ 2. Solomon wrote: 

“During the last several years of intensive study of card magic, I have wondered why only a 
minority of magicians interested in card tricks buy the Marlo material. … this has always been 
my question, “What do you think of the Marlo material?” Most answers were similar, e.g. 
too complicated, too many variations, too serious in content difficult to read and above my 
ability.” 

It goes without saying that there are large elements of Marlo’s material that will only be achievable in 
the most gifted of hands. However, there are tremendous amounts of material accessible to card 
magicians of all abilities, including routines for people who consider themselves to have only a 
modicum of card ability; an example would be the Gardner-Marlo Poker Routine (Marlo, 1942, p. 
28). 

Back to when I started studying, and whilst initially most of Marlo’s material was way beyond my 
capabilities at that time, I soon developed an admiration for Marlo’s style and the way he dissected 
the technical nuances of each sleight and routine producing multiple handlings and technical 
variations. I think this was perfectly articulated by Jon Racherbaumer in the foreword to Marlo 
Without Tears (Racherbaumer, 1983). Racherbaumer wrote:  

“… Marlo is a detailist with an arrant streak to capture everything worth knowing, who has a 
fervour for absolute thoroughness to cover every contingency, possibility, and methodology.” 

I genuinely believe that Marlo’s body of work is something to be embraced rather than be held in 
fear. I once again refer to the words of David Solomon 3, who succinctly put: 

“The one thing you must understand, Marlo did not think of all these items in one day. He 
has accumulated notes for years ... It will be impossible to read and digest all of the material 
in one night or one week. Use the material to expand your card magic understanding.” 

 
1 I been very fortunate to be on the receiving end of some very generous gifts from family and friends to enable me to 

amass a reasonably sized Library dedicated to Card Magic in a relatively short period of time. 
2 Written by David Solomon. 
3 This was again in the ‘Solomon’s Mind’ section of Marlo's Magazine Volume 3 (Marlo, 1979).  
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The final sentence above is important, ‘use the material to expand your card magic understanding’, 
it was with these words, I sought a view of someone whose opinion I highly value 1, and who was 
relatively new, at the time of writing, to Marlo’s Material.  It was refreshing to hear the following:  

“Scot introduced me to Ed Marlo (not in person of course, now that would have been 
something!). Scot let me borrow a book of his, Revolutionary Card Technique (R.C.T.). This 
opened my eyes to a whole new world of card magic and sleights. I have since been fortunate 
enough to buy my own copy of this book, or as I like to call it the Bible!  

There is something in this book and in Marlo’s teachings for everyone, some may be put off 
by the seeming complexity of some of the moves, but the beauty of Marlo’s teachings are 
firstly, they are so detailed and well explained, and secondly, there are so many variations on 
the moves taught, you are sure to find one you can use.  

Don’t get me wrong, they will all need you to invest time to achieve the end result, but Marlo 
seems to have thought this through in his writings, as every angle and variant appears to have 
been covered. If I’m reading or learning a new effect from another source, I find myself 
referring back to RCT, and ask myself, ‘what would Marlo do’, how would Marlo work this 
particular move or sleight.  

I find myself constantly watching any footage I can find on Marlo too, watching a true master 
execute his moves in such a natural, matter of fact way. That’s the added beauty of Marlo’s 
work, if performed correctly, it is so natural and normal looking, you don’t know he’s doing 
a move until the effect is done. If I was deserted on a desert island, give me a packet of cards 
and a copy of RCT and I’ll have enough material to last me a lifetime, and then some!” 

Marlo’s body of work offers to you the opportunity to give develop a broad palette of sleights, to 
cover almost every conceivable card handling scenario if so desired. He offers, in many cases, 
numerous methods to the same plot, so if his ‘preferred method’ is currently beyond your 
capabilities, read on as there will be nearly always an alternative version that you will be able to 
perform.  

As with material written by others there may be occasions you have to ‘fill in the blanks’. Not so with 
Marlo; whilst for some his writing style may be initially perceived as dry, it is because there has been 
an unwavering commitment to miss out nothing in the description of the sleight or composition of 
the effect – you won’t have to guess! 

Once you ‘get’ Marlo’s writing style you will be rewarded with many hours of wonderful card material, 
from simple self-working routines, magical multi-phase effects, expert gambling routines all the way 
through to complex sleight of hand moves – there is literally something for every card magician. 

I will leave you again with the words of Jon Racherbaumer (Racherbaumer, 1992, p. 27) who perfectly 
summarises Marlo’s contribution to Card Magic: 

“His contribution to modern card magic is colossal and at this stage inestimable. He 
revolutionized every aspect and was instrumental in its modernization; and his passionate, 
abiding prolificacy accounts for the astonishing number of books, articles, tricks, and ideas 

 
1 Pete Whitmore is a member of Leicester Magic Circle and now a good a friend of mine. 
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that bear his name - a legacy to be measured, appraised, and appreciated for generations to 
come. He was the Cardician of all time.”  


	



